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R. Campbell Professor of International Economics at Duke University Harvey, *gold prices* continued to protect fragile, so it is increasingly difficult to explain the price changes daily said. Harvey, *gold prices*, inflationary pressures are often explained with the çalışma, "pointing to remain with the status of long-term inflation occurs, gold, gold $800 level can be expected. although about 1900 dollars an ounce of gold has saved a decrease of 33 percent from peak levels, I think that has a value that is still on the market value of the gold, "he said. ounce price of gold traded in global markets last month, the highest level 1,338 increased up to $ noteworthy Harvey, "I do not think will be achieved under the level of $ 1500 again. gold market began to rise again in the summer. This upward trend in the year 2013 can be considered low given an intermediate trend. However, the fact that the U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) comments , *gold prices*, lowest price in the spring edition of the widely felt since played an important role. Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke intake may reduce the release of bonds, gold has caused investors to question themselves, once again, "the assessment found ...

"investor perception of the downside of global developments reversed," the London-based Research Director Adrian Ash investor perception of the way down on the bottom of said reversal of global developments, rising gold market started to show again noted that during the summer months. Ash, this upward trend, in the year 2013 might be thought of as a low point to be a break in the trend and said: "In fact, the U.S. Federal Reserve (FED) descriptions, gold prices were widely felt from the spring edition of the lowest rates played an important role. Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke intake may reduce the release of bonds, gold has caused investors to question themselves once again" she said. Cyprus in April, the statement can sell a portion of gold reserves, emphasizing that it is causing a negative impact on the gold market Ash, said: "This situation is affected by the euro crisis and a large gold reserves in the hands of respective countries sell gold reserves to meet the financing needs of the perception the sale of the gold reserves of the country's Finance Minister talks about uyandırdı.Birçok now. EUR attack deep wound up the sale of gold reserves does the Portugal and Italy. emerging economies, including Turkey, continue to add the gold reserve lists. individual gold purchases in China is still very stronger. " Ash, the expectations for the course of gold prices in the coming period is closely related to the interest rate policy of the United States, pointing to the value of deposits lost due to inflationary pressures, especially for investors who 'buy gold' to the call for the direction of the current and the U.S. interest rates, gold prices adding that it would be decisive. Bullion course of developments in Japan earlier this week fiyatlayarak "pick" the gold, staying for months, gradually subjected to waves of selling. The increase in asset purchases under the calendar Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke's inflationary concerns in the markets for the increase in oil prices, descriptions, and extraction was also influential in the light of day. gold earlier in the week, Fed Chairman Ben S. Bernanke's asset purchase program last week in September, it is too early to decide on daraltılıp daraltılmayacağın attenuation effect of registering the dollar went up to $ 1,339.98, and reached its highest level since June 20. GOLDEN STATE prices in the last 24 karat Grand Bazaar in Istanbul 82.50 pounds of gold bullion selling price per gram of Republic gold selling price was 563 pounds. Istanbul Grand Bazaar, bought and sold gold species, the previous closing and opening prices today (TL) as follows: TUESDAY WEDNESDAY Buying Selling Buying Selling 24 Karat Gold Bullion (Gr.) 81.75 82.10 82.50 82.15 550.00 559.00 547.00 563.00 Lira Ata Republic 22 Karat Bracelet (Gr.) 74.40 80.25 80.50 74.75 Lira (Full) Ziyyet 531.00 555.00
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536.00 565.00 270.00 281.00 265.00 284.00 Half Ziynet Ziynet Quarter 145.00 135.00 134.00 141.00 (AA)
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